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Abstract

The marine gravity field derived from satellite-altimetry is generally biased, in coastal areas, by signals back-scattered from the

nearby land. As a result, the derived gravity anomalies are mostly unreliable for geophysical and geological interpretations of

near-shore environments.

To quantify the errors generated by the land-reflected reflections and to verify the goodness of the geologic models inferred from

gravity, we compared two different altimetry models with sea-bottom gravity measurements acquired along the Italian coasts.

We focused on the Gulf of Manfredonia, in the SE sector of the Adriatic Sea, where: (i) two different sea-bottom gravity

surveys have been conducted over the years, (ii) the bathymetry is particularly flat, and (iii) seismic data revealed a prominent

carbonate ridge covered by hundreds meters of Oligocene-Quaternary sediments.

Gravity field derivatives have been used to enhance both (i) deep geological contacts and (ii) coastal noise. The analyses

outlined a ringing-noise compromising the altimeter signals up to 17 km from coasts.

Differences between observed data and gravity calculated from a geological model constrained by seismic data, showed that all

investigated datasets register approximately the same patterns, associated with the Gondola Fault Zone.

This study showed the potential for implementing gravity anomalies derived from satellite-altimetry with high resolution near-

shore data, such as the sea-bottom gravity network available around the Italian coasts. This type of analysis may find future

applications to better investigate connections between marine and inland geology in transitional areas.
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Key Points:9

• Comparison between sea-bottom and satellite altimeter-derived gravity allowed10

to estimate the noise effects in altimeter data, near-shore.11

• The high-resolution sea-bottom gravity available along the Italian coasts detects12
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• Combined analysis of satellite altimeter and sea-bottom gravity gives a complete14

view on the offshore continuation of near-shore structures.15
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Abstract16

The marine gravity field derived from satellite-altimetry is generally biased, in coastal17

areas, by signals back-scattered from the nearby land. As a result, the derived gravity18

anomalies are mostly unreliable for geophysical and geological interpretations of near-19

shore environments.20

To quantify the errors generated by the land-reflected reflections and to verify the21

goodness of the geologic models inferred from gravity, we compared two different altime-22

try models with sea-bottom gravity measurements acquired along the Italian coasts. We23

focused on the Gulf of Manfredonia, in the SE sector of the Adriatic Sea, where: (i) two24

different sea-bottom gravity surveys have been conducted over the years, (ii) the bathymetry25

is particularly flat, and (iii) seismic data revealed a prominent carbonate ridge covered26

by hundreds meters of Oligocene-Quaternary sediments. Gravity field derivatives have27

been used to enhance both (i) deep geological contacts and (ii) coastal noise. The anal-28

yses outlined a ringing-noise compromising the altimeter signals up to 17 km from coasts.29

Differences between observed data and gravity calculated from a geological model con-30

strained by seismic data, showed that all investigated datasets register approximately31

the same patterns, associated with the Gondola Fault Zone.32

This study showed the potential for implementing gravity anomalies derived from33

satellite-altimetry with high resolution near-shore data, such as the sea-bottom gravity34

network available around the Italian coasts. This type of analysis may find future ap-35

plications to better investigate connections between marine and inland geology in tran-36

sitional areas.37

Plain Language Summary38

We present a comparative analysis between two types of gravity-data used in geo-39

physical studies: satellite altimeter-derived gravity and sea-bottom gravity. It is largely40

known that the quality of satellite altimetry data in the vicinity of the coast is hindered41

by signals reflected from nearby lands. We show how this problem may affect the inter-42

pretation of gravity anomalies, and how it could be solved by integrating altimetry-derived43

gravity with high-resolution marine gravity-networks available in the proximity of coasts.44

We chose as a test area the Gulf of Manfredonia, in the South Adriatic coast of Italy,45

which hosts a major tectonic feature i.e. the Gondola Fault Zone. The fault zone is not46

clearly expressed at the sea-floor, which is generally flat, but it dislocates carbonate rocks47

located hundreds meters below the sediments, and in doing so it creates lateral density48

contrasts prone to be detected by gravity data.49

Keywords50

Sea-bottom gravity, Satellite altimeter-derived gravity, Coastal noise, ISVD, Tilt51

1 Introduction52

It is largely known that the quality of sea-surface height measurements from satel-53

lite radar altimetry in coastal regions is hindered by the noisier radar returns from the54

generally rougher coastal sea states and simultaneous returns from reflective land and55

inland water (Andersen & Knudsen, 2000). Therefore, satellite altimeter-derived grav-56

ity in the vicinity of lands is inevitably contaminated by “non-gravity signals”.57

Some solutions have been found to improve the altimeter-derived results using the58

waveform tracking technique, which reprocesses the waveform data through a “coastal59

retracking system”, as performed along the Australian coastal regions (Deng & Feath-60

erstone, 2006). The resolution of these methods has been continuously increasing in the61

last decades, also thanks to newly available and more accurate radar data. Moreover,62

radar altimetry has the advantage of a near-global coverage and almost homogeneous63
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error characteristics away from the coasts (Fu & Cazenave, 2000; Green et al., 2019). When64

comparative data acquired independently and with different techniques are available, such65

as marine geophysical measurements, it is possible to provide a more exhaustive and quan-66

titative assessment of the satellite altimetry errors. From the early 50s to the late 80s67

the Osservatorio Geofisico Sperimentale (OGS) of Trieste (Italy) performed several gravi-68

metric surveys along the Italian coasts using sea-bottom gravity meters (Ciani et al., 1960;69

C. Morelli, 1966; Gantar, 1983), during which thousands of data-points have been recorded70

(Figure 1).71

In this study, we investigate the compatibility of (i) sea-bottom gravity with (ii)72

satellite altimeter-derived gravity, using both the DTU13 (Andersen et al., 2014) and the73

S&S (Sandwell et al., 2014) datasets and provide a quantitative evaluation of the differ-74

ences between the two gravity data-types. To circumscribe the effectiveness of such com-75

parison (satellite-derived gravity vs. sea-bottom gravity), this study focuses on a rela-76

tively small coastal area in the SE Adtriatic Sea, The Gulf of Manfredonia, where two77

different sets of sea-bottom gravity data have been acquired over the years.78

The choice for this study area is motivated essentially by the following reasons: (i)79

it is a very flat sector of the coastal region, where a thick, ellipsoidal-shaped sedimen-80

tary basin has been identified with seismic reflection profiles; (ii) a dense grid of grav-81

ity measurements acquired at the sea-bottom is available; (iii) seismic profiles show the82

presence of significant geological discontinuities propagating from inland (Gargano Penin-83

sula) towards the offshore (Gulf of Manfredonia), and thus prone to be detectable by the84

gravity data; (iv) it represents an ideal case in which the flat sea-floor does not mimic85

the trend of the rock-basement below the sea-floor sediments, which instead can be eas-86

ily imaged by gravity anomalies.87

The relative sea-bottom measures were connected with the national absolute grav-88

ity network, which was also upgraded over the years, causing systematic bias between89

data-points taken in different periods over the same areas. All measurements were con-90

centrated near the coasts, since: (i) the vessel position was easier to triangulate from land,91

and (ii) the proximity of docking harbours guaranteed a fast and frequent connection92

with land-based gravity stations, thereby reducing large residual drift errors in the fi-93

nal absolute gravity values.94

These data were never coupled with sea-surface gravity, which acquisition started95

in the 60s (C. Morelli, 1966). Despite the acquisition disadvantages, sea-bottom grav-96

ity is more sensitive to sub-bottom density variations and less affected by levelling er-97

rors than sea-surface gravity (Talwani et al., 1966; Ballu et al., 1998; Fairhead, 2016).98

All the gravity dataset have been preliminary corrected for the same reference model:99

the Bouguer anomaly of sea-bottom data takes into account the free-water gradient and100

gravity effects of topographic and water masses above and below the sea-bottom station,101

while the Bouguer anomaly of altimeter-derived gravity just considers topographic and102

water effects of masses above and below the sea surface.103

We used the Integrated Second Vertical Derivative (ISVD) and the Tilt functions104

to enhance the noise effects and, at the same time, the gravity signals from the edges of105

causative sources. These functions have been compared with the same results obtained106

from a forward gravity-model derived from seismic-reflection data. This helped to in-107

vestigate the relative sensitivity of each dataset to the gravity effect of known sources,108

and it also provided a better understanding of where and which dataset was more re-109

pairable for the interpretation of gravity anomalies.110

The results may find useful application in studying continuity and configuration111

of geological contacts, marked by density contrasts from inland to the offshore coastal112

areas, and the method here described could be easily implemented to significantly re-113

duce errors caused by coastal noise in satellite altimeter-derived gravity, in similar coastal114

regions where sea-bottom gravity measurements are available.115
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1.1 Geological setting116

The Gulf of Manfredonia is located in the SW sector of the Adriatic Sea. It is lim-117

ited to the north by the Gargano Peninsula and to the west by the northern part of the118

Puglia region (i.e., the northern sector of the Salento). Within the gulf, the bathymetry119

reaches the maximum water-depths of ∼90 m, with a smooth sea floor surface, without120

showing any relevant morphological features. The lithostratigraphy of the area, to a depth121

of ∼2.5 km have been divided in four main units (D. Morelli, 2002; Volpi et al., 2015):122

(i) the Plio-Quaternary sandy and clayey sediments, (ii) the Upper Oligocene–Miocene123

argillaceous and marly turbidites, (iii) the middle Liassic-Paleogene pelagic limestones124

and marls, and (iv) the upper Triassic-lower Liassic evaporitic, dolomitic and shallow wa-125

ter limestones. The two lowest units (iii and iv), which we generally called “Jurassic-Paleagene126

carbonate succession”, form the solid bedrock. The bedrock is covered by unconsolidated127

or partially consolidated siliciclastic sediments up to depths of ∼1500 meters in the deep-128

est basin (Figure 2b).129

Seismic studies conducted since the 70s have revealed the presence of an impor-130

tant structural element beneath the sedimentary cover, striking broadly W-E, known as131

the Gondola Fault Zone. The Gondola Fault Zone includes several E–W and NW-SE trend-132

ing fault segments that define an elongated, buried structural high called “Gondola ridge”133

(Colantoni et al., 1990; de Alteriis & Aiello, 1993; de Alteriis, 1995), which extends ∼70134

km across the shelf without producing significant morphologies at the sea-floor along most135

of its extension (Ridente & Trincardi, 2006). Conversely, a tectonic-related relief visi-136

bly affects the sea-floor morphology down-slope, along the ∼50 km-long NW-SE branches137

of the Gondola Fault Zone (Tramontana et al., 1995; de Alteriis, 1995). The Gondola138

Fault zone has been related to a Cenozoic reactivation of pre-existing faults (Finetti, 1983;139

Tramontana et al., 1995). Quaternary activity has been documented by deformation of140

Middle Pleistocene sediment. The overall geometry of the Gondola Fault Zone suggests141

a significant right-lateral component of motion (Ridente et al., 2008).142

The Gondola fault system continues onshore with the Mattinata Fault that cuts143

through the Gargano Promontory (Figure 2a), which is an E–W elongated relief (max-144

imum elevation ∼1000 m) along the flexural bulge of the Adriatic foreland (Ridente et145

al., 2008). The Gondola and Mattinata fault zones can be traced for a total length of146

at least 180 km (Di Bucci et al., 2006), and belong to the ∼15 km wide corridor of fault147

system that from the Adriatic Sea reach the core of the Apennines (Ridente et al., 2008).148

The Mattinata Fault is considered as a poly-phased belt, subjected to an intense defor-149

mation acting since Mesozoic times and formed by several fault splays (Billi et al. (2007),150

and references therein). However, seismic data have shown that the Mattinata Fault is151

neither in direct continuity nor perfectly aligned with the Gondola Fault Zone, showing152

an under-lap of ∼20 km and right-stepping of ∼5 km (Ridente et al., 2008).153

2 Data154

In this study, we calculate and compare gravity anomalies covering the Gulf of Man-155

fredonia using four different datasets: two satellite altimeter-derived gravity dataset, i.e.156

the DTU13 (Andersen et al., 2013, 2014, 2015) and the S&S (Sandwell et al., 2014), and157

two sea-bottom gravity datasets, i.e. OGS60 (Ciani et al., 1960) and OGS83 (Gantar,158

1983). To constrain the forward gravity model, we used the geological model produced159

by Volpi et al. (2015).The model is based on the interpretation of multichannel seismic160

profiles made available through the project ViDEPI (Visibility of Petroleum Exploration161

Data in Italy, www.videpi.com, managed by the Italian Ministry of Economic Develop-162

ment), and released in SEG-Y format by the web portal SNAP ”Seismic data Network163

Access Point”, maneged by the Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sper-164

imentale (Diviacco, 2018).165
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2.1 Satellite altimeter derived gravity166

Satellite altimeter-derived gravity comes from measurements of the Sea Surface Heights167

(SSH), obtained by radar satellites orbiting at ∼800 km from the Earth surface. A mi-168

crowave pulse emitted from the satellite antenna is reflected back by a portion of the sea169

surface (footprint), which position is mapped relatively to the reference ellipsoid. This170

allows a full reconstruction of the SSH over almost the entire globe. After correcting the171

SSH for time-dependent components, residual orbital errors, and the Mean Dynamic To-172

pography (a quasi-stationary component of SSH), the result is a static realization of the173

marine geoid (Andersen et al., 2010). The mathematical relation between geoid undu-174

lations (N) and the Free-air anomaly (Fa) is given by the Bruns formula:175

Fa = −gsth
∂N

∂r
− 2

R
Ngsth (1)176

where, gsth is the theoretical gravity (spherical approximation), N is the geoid un-177

dulation and R is the mean Earth radius.178

There are two methods available to compute the vertical geoid gradient ∂N
∂r , from179

altimetry data: (i) the ”geoid-to-gravity” and (ii) the ”slope-to-gravity” (Fairhead, 2016).180

2.1.1 DTU13181

The DTU13 dataset was obtained with the ”geoid-to-gravity” method, developed182

by Geotechnical University of Denmark (Fairhead, 2016). In this approach, the verti-183

cal derivative is computed starting from 2-D regular grids of the geoid. The geoid grids184

result from spatial interpolation of radar data, crossover adjusted, and corrected for time-185

variable and stationary components of the SSH, i.e. all those components not directly186

related to the gravity field of the solid-Earth (Andersen et al., 2010, 2014).187

The derivation is performed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), after hav-188

ing removed the effect of the EGM2008 spherical harmonic model up to degree and or-189

der 2160 (Pavlis et al., 2012), i.e. wavelengths ≤20 km (Barthelmes, 2009). Then, the190

removed harmonic components are added back on the final result (remove-restore tech-191

nique).192

The resulting Free-air anomaly is available in a grid format, with a sampling-step193

of 1 arc-min (Figure 3a). However, the real maximum resolution is limited by the along-194

track spacing of observations, which is around 6÷7 km, and by the systematic use of a195

Wiener low-pass filter with cut-off wavelengths ranging between 5 and 16 km (Andersen196

& Knudsen, 1998; Andersen et al., 2010). As a result, the shortest reliable wavelength197

hovered around a full-waveforms of ∼13 km (Andersen, 2013; Fairhead, 2016).198

The DTU13 is associated with an interpolation error file (Figure 3b), showing un-199

certainties on the vertical component of the Mean Sea Surface grids (MSSerr) which is200

defined in units of meters (Andersen & Knudsen, 2009). This error shows the quality of201

gridded data points and it can be used to roughly identify the transition between land202

and ocean (Andersen et al., 2008). However, it may underestimate the real uncertain-203

ties, also because it does not include errors from EGM2008 model (Andersen & Knud-204

sen, 2009).205

The relation between geoid and gravity (eq. 1), gives ∼1 mGal amplitude for a sea206

surface slope of 7 mm/7 km (Sandwell et al., 2013), i.e. ∼1.4 mGal/cm when consider-207

ing horizontal distances of ∼7 km (i.e. full-waveforms of ∼14 km). This simple equiv-208

alence can be used to convert roughly the MSSerr grid values into mGal units.209

2.1.2 S&S210

The S&S dataset used the ”slope-to-gravity method”, which is based on the same211

remove-restore principle of DTU13, but in this case the derivatives are directly computed212

from along-track signals, instead of 2-D grids. Resulting slopes are interpolated and con-213
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volved to obtain grids of W-E, S-N horizontal gravity gradients, and these gradients are214

finally combined through the Laplace equation to obtain the vertical gravity component215

(Sandwell, 1992; Fairhead, 2016).216

The S&S Free-air anomaly is available in grid format with a sampling-step of 1 arc-217

min (Figure 3c), and it is also associated to an error-grid which defines its uncertainty218

(Figure 3d). In this case, the error refers directly to the gravity anomaly, i.e. it is ex-219

pressed in mGal units, and it shows the RMS difference between (i) the slope of indi-220

vidual altimeter profiles and (ii) the averaged grid product of W-E and S-N slope (Sandwell221

& Smith, 2009; Sandwell et al., 2014).222

Tanks to the direct computation of gradients from along-track signals, the S&S model223

may preserve high frequencies better than the DTU13, albeit it may also amplify resid-224

ual noises, i.e. non modelled disturbing components (waves, tides, currents) or renam-225

ing scattered spikes, especially in coastal regions.226

2.1.3 Coastal noise227

Errors of satellite altimeter data generally increase close to the coast, where the228

radar footprint covers also part of the inland together with the sea surface (Dawson et229

al., 2015). Reflections from onshore areas generate large amplitude noise covering sig-230

nals reflected by the sea surface (Figure 3b,d). The exact distance from the coastlines231

where these contaminations may occur is not easy to estimate, since it depends on a com-232

plicated combination of different factors, e.g. the angle between orbital tracks and shore-233

line, topographic and bathymetric gradients, local bathymetry, and local tides. This makes234

coastal noise a site-dependent problem mostly.235

Even if in the last decades (i) Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (e.g. CryoSat-236

2 mission), (ii) more accurate global gravity models (e.g. EGM2008) and (ii) more so-237

phisticated tracking techniques allowed to consistently reduce such noise, signal accu-238

racy up to ∼7÷14 km from coats may be compromised (Deng & Featherstone, 2006; An-239

dersen & Knudsen, 2009; Sandwell & Smith, 2009; Dawson et al., 2015)240

For this specific reasons, interpretations of altimeter-derived gravity in coastal re-241

gions must be carefully evaluated and preferably integrated with ship-borne/air-borne242

gravity or other types of geophysical data.243

2.2 Sea bottom gravity data244

2.2.1 OGS60245

OGS60 is part of a dataset recorded during a seven-year mission (1953 - 1960) to246

extend offshore the Italian land-based gravity network (RFI) and to create the firsts grav-247

ity maps of the Italian seas (Ciani et al., 1960). Gravity data were measured using a West-248

ern sea-bottom relative meter, with a nominal accuracy of 0.05 mGal. Station depths249

were measured by echo-sounders (Atlas-WerKe) and coordinates calculated using opti-250

cal and/or radar instruments pointing to coastal marks or reflective buoys. Planar co-251

ordinates precision decreases with increasing distances from the coast: from a minimum252

of ±50 m inshore, to a maximum of ±200 m at ∼120 km from the coast, or even up to253

±600 m when reflective buoys were not available. OGS60 stations are not regularly dis-254

tributed, i.e. station spacing increases towards the offshore, from a minimum of ∼1.6 km255

to a maximum of ∼10 km at ∼60÷70 km from the coast (Figure 3e).256

2.2.2 OGS83257

OGS83 data were collected in 1982, under the commission of the “Agip Mineraria”258

company, as part of a 98-days marine gravity survey to create high-resolution gravity maps259

of the Adriatic coast, from Ancona to Ortona (”northern zone”) and from Manfredonia260

to Brindisi (”southern zone”). Gravity differences were measured with a LaCoste&Romberg261

sea-bottom relative meter (mod. 19 G), which has also a nominal accuracy of 0.05 mGal262
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(Gantar, 1983). Stations depth was measured by both echo-sounders (Honeywell ELAC,263

mod. LA2721A) and pressure meters, giving a final combined accuracy of ±0.5 m. Hor-264

izontal coordinates were calculated by means of radar trilateration from the coast (Mo-265

torola System), with a nominal precision of ±3 m ±0.01*distance[km]. The OGS83 sta-266

tions are distributed on a nearly regular grid, up to ∼10 km from the coast, with an al-267

most constant separation distance of ∼1±0.2 km (Figure 3e).268

3 Methods269

The computation of gravity anomalies from sea-bottom data (OGS60 and OGS83),270

slightly differs from the procedure normally used with sea-surface data (e.g. DTU13 and271

S&S). A correct comparison can only be achieved when both data-types are corrected272

for the same disturbing effects, i.e. all the gravity signals not related to the sub-bottom273

target sources (Ballu et al., 1998). To achieve this condition, we first calculate the Free-274

water anomaly, Fw, for the sea bottom gravity data:275

Fw = gobs − (gth + fwc) (2)276

where, gobs is the observed gravity and fwc is the Free-water correction.277

Then, we calculate the Bouguer anomaly of both altimeter-derived gravity and sea-278

bottom gravity (Basat and Basb), by using two different solutions based on a common279

computational scheme to derive the total topographic effect (Tesat and Tesb):280

Basat = Fa–Tesat (3)281

282

Basb = Fw–Tesb (4)283

where, Fa is the free-air of satellite-altimetry datasets (eq. 1).284

After computing the Bouguer anomaly, the OGS83 and OGS60 stations have been285

merged into a unique dataset, i.e. OGS. The validity of this merging-operation is sup-286

ported by the statistics of data differences, when comparing the two datasets within the287

near-shore overlapping area. Most of differences range between ±1.2 mGal, with an av-288

erage bias that is negligible when compared to satellite altimeter errors (Table 1). This289

finding ensures a precision higher than 1 mGal for sea-bottom gravity, since the repe-290

tition of measurements in two different periods over the same area, give an average dis-291

crepancy of just ∼0.58 mGal (RMS).292

The Bouguer anomaly of sea-bottom data, as a final step, should have been upward-293

continued from the drape sea-floor surface to a constant mean sea level, in order to have294

all datasets at the same distance from the causative sources (Ballu et al., 1998). How-295

ever, being the average sea-floor at ∼50 m depth (mean vertical step) and gravity sta-296

tions separated by non-less than 1 km (smallest horizontal step), the upward-continuation297

amplitude would have been lower than 1 mGal and likely affected by numerical noise.298

Therefore, we decide to skip this last processing-step.299

3.1 Theoretical gravity (gth)300

The theoretical gravity, gth, was calculated using the WGS84 ellipsoid as a refer-301

ence model (Decker, 1986), i.e. the same used for satellite altimetry. The WGS84 model302

includes all the mass of the atmosphere above the reference surface within the total mass303

of the solid Earth. Then, effects of the outer masses must be removed from the theoret-304

ical gravity, since the net gravitational force exerted by the atmospheric shell on any point305

inside is close to zero (Hinze et al., 2005):306

gth (λ) =
978032.67714

(
1 + 0.001931851386sin2λ

)
(1− 0.00669437999013sin2λ)

1/2
− gatm (5)307
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where, λ is the geographic latitude and gatm is the value for atmospheric correction at308

the sea level, i.e. 0.87 mGal.309

3.2 Free-water anomaly (Fw)310

The theoretical gravity of stations located below the water masses was corrected311

for the relative depth of each measurement point, using the free-water correction fwc312

(Stacey & Tuck, 1981; Luyendyk, 1984; Dubois & Deplus, 1989; Hildebrand et al., 1990;313

Ballu et al., 1998):314

fwc(h) ' ∂(gsth − gshell)
∂r

h315

' −2 gsth
R2

h + 4πGρwh316

' −0.222 h (6)317

where, h is the station depth (h ≤0), r is the radial distance to the center of the318

Earth, ρw is the water density (1030 kgm−3), gshell is the downward attraction of an ho-319

mogeneous spherical shell and G is gravitational constant (6.67 ∗ 10−11 m3s−2/kg).320

The free-water correction is similar in principle to the atmospheric correction: the321

water layer overlying the measurement point approximates the most outer homogeneous322

spherical shell of the reference model, which has a null gravity effect on the inner region.323

Then, the total downward gravitational attraction of the theoretical model (i) slightly324

decreases with depth because of the lack of mass contribution from the thickening outer325

shell. This effect is opposite to the (ii) larger increment in the gravitational attraction326

due to the closer proximity with the Earth-mass centre. The combination of both effects327

is a slight decreasing of the vertical gravity gradient by a quantity ∼ equal to the grav-328

itational attraction of the water shell (eq. 8).329

The homogenous-spherical shell approximation holds, if (i) the density does not change330

drastically within the water column and if (ii) the effect of Earth curvature is negligi-331

ble (Bullard, 1936). The study area fills both conditions, since it is less than 200 km large332

and the water layer is on average ∼50 m thick. Otherwise, the ellipsoidal-shell approx-333

imation and water-density profiles should have been included in the computation (Stacey334

& Tuck, 1981).335

3.3 Topographic effect (Te)336

The gravity effects of topographic and water masses in the Bouguer anomaly (eq.337

3, eq. 4), was computed differently in the case of sea-bottom (OGS60, OGS83) and sea-338

surface gravity (DTU13, S&S), since sea-bottom stations are located at different distances339

from the surrounding masses than sea-surface measurements.340

In both cases the adopted computational scheme, considers separately the effect341

of (i) a high-resolution DTBM (Digital Topographic-Bathymetric Model) with a grid-342

step of 100 m, extended for 9 km from the computational point, and (ii) the effect of a343

low-resolution DTBM, with 3 km grid-step which extends for 159 km from the limits of344

the high resolution area.345

The DTBM model is created from a mash-up of SRTM and EMODnet data (Farr346

& Kobrick, 2000; Consortium et al., 2018), composed by 3-D prisms. The gravity effect347

of each prism is calculated through the python library Harmonica (Uieda et al., 2020),348

which makes use of the analytical solution proposed by Nagy et al. (2000), having the349

advantage of being valid on any point, either outside or inside the element (Nagy et al.,350

2002; Fukushima, 2019).351
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3.3.1 Topographic effect at the sea-surface (Tesat)352

When computing the Bouguer anomaly, if the measurement point lies on the sea353

surface (as for altimeter-derived gravity), the reference model must be corrected for ef-354

fects of crustal masses above it and water masses below it (Figure 4a,b).355

Supposing a constant density for both Earth-crust and sea water (ρc=2670 kg/m3
356

and ρw=1030 kg/m3), a first approximation of the topographic effect Te is given by (i)357

the vertical upward attraction of outside crustal masses, decreasing the theoretical grav-358

ity value (negative effect) and (ii) the drop in gravitational attraction due to the pres-359

ence of water masses instead of crust in marine areas (negative effect). This approxima-360

tion may vary locally, because of inland depressions (continental areas below the refer-361

ence surface), or inland water masses (e.g. large lakes or lagoons).362

The solution (eq. 10) is identical for measurement points above the reference sur-363

face (e.g. land-based stations or air-born measurements), with the difference that the364

attraction of topographic masses may be both positive and negative, depending on the365

high of the point compared to the surrounding topography.366 {
Zone(A) : ge(h, 0, ρc) if h > 0

Zone(B) : ge(0, h, ρw − ρc) if h < 0

Tesat =
∑
A

ge(ht, hb, ρ) +
∑
B

ge(ht, hb, ρ)

(7)367

Here, ge is the gravitational attraction of a prism, with ht and hb being respectively the368

top and the bottom height of the element, and h the height given by the DTBM model.369

3.3.2 Topographic effect at the sea-bottom (Tesb)370

The gravitational effect of the reference model gth, after the Free-water correction371

lacks the attraction of all masses above the computational point, which are not homo-372

geneously distributed within a spherical shell (as assumed in eq. 8), but rather unevenly373

distributed between crust, water and atmosphere (Figure 4c,d).374

Then, the gravity effect of all the known masses heterogeneously distributed above375

the computational point must be added as an upward attraction to the theoretical grav-376

ity (negative effect). The remaining effects of masses below the computational point (Zone(C),377

Figure 4d) should be treated as for the case of sea-surface stations, i.e. by removing the378

effect of crust and adding back the effect of water (eq. 11).379

The problem is solved by dividing the DTBM model in three zones (Gantar, 1983;380

Nowell, 1999):381


Zone(A) : ge(h, hs, ρc) if h > 0

Zone(B) : ge(0, h, ρw) + ge(h, hs, ρc) if hs < h < 0

Zone(C) : ge(0, hs, ρw) + ge(hs, h, ρw − ρc) if h < hs < 0

Tesb =
∑
A

ge(ht, hb, ρ) +
∑
B

ge(ht, hb, ρ) +
∑
C

ge(ht, hb, ρ)

(8)382

where, hs is the depth of the computational point (i.e. negative height).383

3.4 Field derivatives384

Gravity field derivatives are commonly used in geophysical studies to enhanced lat-385

eral density contrasts in-depth (Fedi & Florio, 2001; Aydogan, 2011; de Lerma et al., 2015).386

The multi-scale derivative has already proven useful in identifying the offshore contin-387

uation of the Mattinata Fault system (i.e. the ”Gondola ridge”), on larger scale regional388

analysis (Fedi et al., 2005). In this study, we use the Integrated Second Vertical Deriva-389
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tive (ISVD) and the Tilt derivative (Miller & Singh, 1994; Fedi & Florio, 2001; Fedi, 2002),390

for a qualitative evaluation of the sensitivity to lateral density contrast, of each differ-391

ent gravity datasets (DTU, S&S, OGS). The ISVD was calculated in three steps (Fedi392

& Florio, 2001): (i) integrating the gravity anomaly grid in the frequency domain, (ii)393

computing the second-order horizontal derivatives in space domain using a 2-D convo-394

lution and (iii) calculating the first-order vertical derivative combining the results from395

the previous step through the Laplace equation.396

The Tilt derivative is simply the angle given by the ratio between the ISVD and397

the first-order horizontal gravity gradient, which is also computed through a spatial-domain398

convolution:399

Tilt = atan

 ISV D√
∂g
∂x + ∂g

∂y

 (9)400

where, g is the gravity anomaly and
√

∂g
∂x + ∂g

∂y is the total horizontal gradient.401

The calculated functions have been qualitatively evaluated by a direct comparison402

with the forward gravity model derived from the geologic model which includes the in-403

terface between the Oligocene-Quaternary sediments and the underlying carbonate plat-404

form, as taken from the previous work of Volpi et al. (2015), in which depths were de-405

rived from a 2-D inversion of multichannel seismic profiles constrained by well-logs data.406

The gravity effect of the seismic interface is computed using the Parker method in FFT407

domain (Parker, 1973):408

∆ g (x, y) = FFT−1

−2πG∆ρe−h0| ~K|
∞∑

n=1

∣∣∣ ~K∣∣∣n−1
n!

FFT [h (x, y)
n
]

 (10)409

where, ∆g is the gravity effect of the 2D interpreted seismic layers, depth-converted, h410

is the depth of the layer, ∆ρ is density contrast between the two layers forming the in-411

terface, h0 is the mean depth of the interface, ~K is the wavenumber.412

A first-order polynomial surface was removed from the Bouguer anomaly before413

computing the derivatives. The linear trend should well approximate the effects of deep414

sources, since, in the Italian territory, both the Moho and the crystalline basement have415

wavelengths larger than 100 km (Corrado et al., 1981), and this study area is less than416

90 km extended.417

The Tilt function allowed to map the edges of gravity sources from the residual grav-418

ity field. Lines approximating edges were outlined through a maximum detection algo-419

rithm build using a 3 x 3 km moving window operator (Blakely & Simpson, 1986). The420

operator slides on the cosine of the Tilt, also known as Theta derivative. The Theta deriva-421

tive is always positive and locates its maxima where the Tilt is equal to zero, which cor-422

respond approximately to the position of sub-surface lateral discontinuities (Wijns et al.,423

2005; Fairhead, 2016). The ridge axis of the Gondola system was calculated with the same424

solution but using directly the Tilt instead of the Theta function, since the Tilt has the425

advantage of showing maximum values directly over the top-centre of the causative sources.426

The detected edges have been divided in two sets: (i) a first set containing lines corre-427

lating with faults interpretation based on seismic profiles or with visible changes in the428

trend of carbonate platform (verified edges) and (ii) a second set containing lines only429

registered by gravity (inferred edges). The “gravity edges” combine both the results from430

OGS data, within a coastal strip ∼17 km large, and the S&S data in the remaining ar-431

eas.432
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4 Results and Discussion433

The Bouguer anomaly values follow approximately a bimodal distribution (figure434

5a). The first mode, located at ∼60 mGal, is representative of the area south of the Gon-435

dola fault system. The second mode, located at ∼75 mGal accounts for values in the north-436

ern sector, with relatively higher positivity than the southern. The differences between437

southern and northern sectors are mainly related to the abrupt discontinuity at the Gon-438

dola Fault Zone. This discontinuity cuts the main Bouguer trend, which represent a long439

wavelength regional-signal of the Bouguer (i.e. wavelengths ≥200 km), SW-NE oriented.440

Regional signal are likely related to crustal discontinuities below the top of the carbon-441

ate layer, e.g. the crystalline basement and/or the Moho (Corrado et al., 1981). Then,442

the presence of a nearly vertical step of ∼30 mGal breaking the continuity of the main443

gravity trend, may suggests that the origin of the Gondola System is deeper than the444

base of the Jurassic carbonates, which hovered around depths of 2÷3 km (Volpi et al.,445

2015).446

The relative minimum of ∼-30 mGal, near the western coast extends for ∼30 km447

in the SW-NE direction, ∼50 km in the NW-SE direction, and it shows similar ampli-448

tude and shape in all the studied datasets (DTU, S&S, and OGS). With the informa-449

tion gathered from seismic reflection data, it is possible to assert that part of this grav-450

ity minimum is related to a localized sedimentary ∼1500 m deep.451

The Bouguer anomaly values of DTU shows approximately the same statistics and452

similar spatial distribution of S&S (Table 2 and figure 5b,c). However, S&S model has453

(i) higher amplitudes and (ii) shorter wavelengths than DTU, as shown by the data dis-454

tribution and by the map of data differences (figure 5a,e). The S&S data register short-455

wavelengths anomalies near the SE coast, ∼6 km width, which occurs as a sort of “ring-456

ing effect”, reasonably caused by the radar signals reflected from adjacent land areas,457

i.e. coastal noise (figure 5c). This noise compromises the S&S grid up to a maximum dis-458

tance from the coast of ∼17 km, calculated as the normal distance between the coast-459

line and the first zero contour in the ISVD grid of S&S data, over the largest anomalous460

“ring effect” in the SE coastal-sector (figure 6h).461

Differences between OGS and satellite altimeter datasets (DTU and S&S) show val-462

ues greater than 15 mGal in the vicinity of the NW coast (i.e. the Gargano Promontory).463

Here, high positive differences correlate with high topographic gradients (figure 5e,f,g).464

However, this coastal area is also poorly covered by sea-bottom stations (more than 6465

km apart from each other), which means differences may also be caused by interpola-466

tion artefacts, other than coastal noise. The RMS difference of DTU and S&S compared467

to OGS data (Table 2), is approximately within the estimated errors of satellite altime-468

ter datasets (Andersen et al., 2014; Sandwell et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the maximum469

and minimum differences are greater than 20 mGal, meaning that there are local errors470

a few tens of mGals higher than the predicted uncertainties, if considering sea-bottom471

gravity as a correct reference.472

After removing a first-order linear trend, the residual anomaly (figure 6a,d,g) should473

correlate with the carbonate basement, i.e. it should respond mainly to the density con-474

trast between carbonate rocks and the overlying terrigenous sequence (Corrado et al.,475

1981; Rapolla, 1986; Fedi & Rapolla, 1993). This hypothesis is partially confirmed by476

the forward gravity model based on seismic reflection data, which shows patterns sim-477

ilar to the observed residual gravity. However amplitudes of residual gravity onto the Gon-478

dola ridge are almost ∼10 mGal higher than the calculated gravity, which may reinforce479

the hypothesis of a deeper origin than the Jurassic sequence, for the base of this Gon-480

dola System.481

The residual gravity, the ISVD, and the Tilt maps (figure 6) give further evidence482

that S&S contains higher frequencies than DTU: it has both (i) the highest ringing noise483

near the coast, and (ii) the sharpest gravity gradient in correspondence with the Gon-484

dola ridge, as highlighted by the forward gravity model. The ISVD of S&S data corre-485

lates positively with the ridge axes. In addition, the dataset resolution allows to follow486

the slight change in the axis orientation from NW-SE to E-W, which is less clear in both487
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the DTU and OGS data. This confirms that S&S, among the investigated datasets, is488

the most accurate away from the coast, and at the same time the noisiest in near-shore489

areas. On the other hand, the OGS data are the most reliable in the in the vicinity of490

coasts, since here they count on a nearly regular distribution of stations, separated by491

distances of ∼1 km, and also they do not register any evident systematic bias between492

data acquired in subsequent surveys (Figure 3e and Table 1).493

The ISVD map of OGS data shows local relative minima close to the coast, with494

sizes ranging from 5 to 6 km (figure 6b). Each of these minima is covered by more than495

three gravity stations, and they are not related to any local structural discontinuity shown496

by seismic reflection profiles on the top of carbonate layer, which appears to be relatively497

flat in this sector. Excluding the presence of localized deeper sources and/or measure-498

ment biases, these small gradient changes may be related to localized variations within499

the Pliocene and Pleistocene sediments (D. Morelli, 2002; Volpi et al., 2015). As described500

in the geological setting, at least two different sedimentary units have been recognized501

from the interpretation of seismic profiles (Figure 2b): the upper unit is composed by502

Plio-Quaternary siliciclastic sediments, which we supposed less dense and less compacted503

than the lower Oligocene-Miocene unit composed by silico-clastic and calcareo-clastic504

turbidites (Volpi et al., 2015). The normal superposition of these units has been supposed505

locally modified by tectono-eustatic processes (D. Morelli, 2002), and probably by dif-506

ferent sedimentary river inputs and erosion mechanisms, leading to lateral depositional507

transitions (heteropy of facies). The ISDV map (figure 6b) shows that one of the rela-508

tive minima is located just in front of the mouth of the Ofanto river (figure 7e), the largest509

river in the Puglia region that transports and deposits a considerable amount of sedi-510

ments to the sea (Mastronuzzi et al., 2002). This hypothesis, if confirmed, could be an511

important prove of the capabilities of the Italian sea-bottom gravity network, to distin-512

guish even small density variations within sedimentary bodies, which may turns extremely513

useful in the absence of seismic profiles acquired in the immediate vicinity of the coast.514

The ISVD and the Tilt derivatives enhance lateral density transitions: in both func-515

tions, the zero value marks approximately the edges of causative sources, i.e. lateral dis-516

continuities of subsurface interfaces. The Tilt, unlike ISVD, is normalized between ±π/2517

and it tend to saturates faster over the top of those bodies with relatively high densi-518

ties. This property makes the Tilt particularly useful when it comes to outline the pla-519

nar shape of the carbonate platform, as imaged by gravity grids (figure 7).520

All the investigated datasets are in good agreement when tracking the position of521

the SW edge of the Gondola system. However, they do not have enough resolution and522

perhaps accuracy to outline correctly the NE side of the ridge. On this side, the half-523

wavelength of the graben is shorter and smoother than on the southern side, where it524

is ∼10 km wide. In this area, even the OGS sea-bottom stations are also separated by525

distances ranging from 6 to 10 km (Figure 3e). As a result, the observed gravity does526

not fit with the forward model as on the West side of the Gondola ridge; instead it ap-527

pears smoother and stretched towards NE (figure 7c).528

The gravity edges, south of the Gondola ridge, correspond approximately to the529

Jurassic faults interpreted from seismic (D. Morelli, 2002). Also, the central axis of the530

ridge, derived from gravity, correlates well with the pre-existing seismic interpretation531

(D. Morelli, 2002; Volpi et al., 2015). This confirms that part of the information con-532

tained in both sea-bottom and satellite-altimetry gravity consists of a 3-D sub-surface533

fault network (Fedi & Florio, 2001; FitzGerald & Milligan, 2013; Fairhead, 2016). The534

remaining signals are associated with lateral density contrasts not necessarily related to535

the sub-vertical steps in the rock basement (figure 7e). Some of the ”inferred edges” ex-536

tracted from S&S data emerge on the NE and NW side of the map, where the rock/sediment537

transition is more gradual and the gravity edges outline the middle of the tilted sides of538

the interface, rather than its upper edge. Other inferred edges, derived from OGS data539

instead, contour local minima near the coast. Some of them correlate with SW-NE ori-540

ented Paleogene faults, cutting the southern shoreline sector (figure 7e). These lineaments541

are Dinaric transfer faults, which reactivate an older NE-SW Jurassic horst-graben sys-542
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tem (D. Morelli, 2002). The reactivation dislocates the Oligocene-Miocene deposits, form-543

ing a lateral transition between them and the upper and less-dense sedimentary unit.544

5 Conclusions545

In this study sea-bottom gravity measurements (OGS) have been compared with546

sea-surface satellite altimeter-derived gravity (DTU and S&S), in the Gulf of Manfre-547

donia.548

All the investigated gravity data-types, once corrected for effects of the free-water549

gradient and topographic/water masses, show statistical compatibility and spatial cor-550

relation in the main patterns imaged by the gravity anomalies. All datasets show the551

same negative anomaly associated with a ∼1500 m deep basin located immediately to552

the south of the Gondola Fault Zone. The residual gravity, ISVD and Tilt functions reg-553

ister the effects of the central carbonate ridge as outlined by the seismic reflection pro-554

files.555

A comparison with the forward gravity model obtained from seismic interpretation,556

showed that the S&S dataset allows a more accurate identification of the sediment/rock557

lateral transition, when compared to the other gravity datasets (i.e. DTU and OGS).558

However, S&S is deeply compromised by coastal noise in the first 17 km from the shore-559

line, where the interpretation of residual gravity is largely inconsistent. The DTU dataset560

shows a lower high-frequency content than S&S data, despite being less noisy near-shore.561

The combined interpretation of OGS sea-bottom and S&S data allowed to confi-562

dently trace the edges of the carbonate platform, both near and far from the coast, as563

imaged by gravity. Part of the gravity edges correlates with faults detected by seismic564

profiles within the Gondola Fault Zone. Other edges mark the smooth transition between565

rock and sediments, rather than abrupt discontinuities generated by faults. Some edges,566

detected only by sea-bottom gravity near the eastern coast, outline shallow anomalies567

with low amplitudes, which could be related to relatively small density contrasts in the568

river deposits and/or differential sediment compaction. In a few cases, these near-shore569

edges seems also partially related to lateral discontinuities, SW-NE oriented, as identi-570

fied by seismic data. This finding shows how the high-resolution sea-bottom gravity net-571

work around the Italian coasts contains information about sub-surface geological struc-572

tures, not fully detectable by nor satellite-altimetry or available seismic data.573

The comparative analysis described here the effectiveness of coupling information574

from both sea-bottom and satellite-altimeter derived gravity to reduce uncertainties of575

altimeter signals in localized coastal areas. In particular, the results helped to outline576

and better image geological structures propagating from inland towards the offshore ar-577

eas of the Salento region, with more accurate results than when using just a single grav-578

ity or seismic datasets.579
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Table 1. Statistics of differences between sea-bottom gravity datasets OGS60 and OGS83 (see,

Figure 4)

Min Max Min Std RMS

OGS83-OGS60 -0.79 1.7 0.1 0.57 0.58

Unit of measure in mGal

Table 2. Statistic of Bouguer gravity anomaly calculated for each dataset (DTU, OGS and

S&S) and relative differences within a 17 km wide coastal strip (DTU-S&S, DTU-OGS, DTU-

OGS).

Min Max Min Std RMS

DTU 41.04 124.49 64.18 11.73 -
S&S 41.78 123.87 66.46 12.01 -
OGS 42.13 102.24 60.6 6.52 -
DTU-S&S -27.44 8.5 -3 6.34 7.01
DTU-OGS -20.47 19.18 1.11 4.03 4.18
S&S-OGS -7.43 38.57 4.11 6.78 7.93

Unit of measure in mGal
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Figure 1. Position of sea-bottom gravity stations (small red dots) from the OGS database,

including C. Morelli (1966) and Gantar (1983). Most of the stations have been recorded from

the early 50’s to the late 80’s, a few tens of kilometres from the Italian coasts, with an average

spacing of about 1 km. Map frame in WGS84 World-Mercator coordinate system (EPSG: 6893).
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Figure 2. (a) Structural map of the Gulf of Manfredonia, showing the Gondola Fault Zone

(GFZ) and its inland continuation with the Mattinata Fault (MF) cutting through the Gargano

Promontory (GP). Fault interpretation in the marine sector has been derived from seismic data

(D. Morelli, 2002), and position of the multichannel seismic profiles from ViDEPI (violet lines).

(b) Seismic profile D-451 (position in Figure 2a), where the Gondola ridge is clearly imaged (in-

terpretation of seismic layers has been taken from Volpi et al. (2015)). Seismic data comes from

the project ViDEPI “Visibility of Petroleum Exploration Data in Italy” (URL: www.videpi.com),

managed by the Ministry of Economic Development. Data have been made available in the

SEG-Y on the platform SNAP ”Seismic data Network Access Point”, managed by the Istituto

Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale, OGS (Diviacco, 2018).
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Figure 3. Free air anomaly of DTU dataset with associated MSS interpolation error (a,b)

and Free-air anomaly of S&S dataset with associated RMS error (c,d). The interpolation error of

DTU is given in metric units (cm) which can be roughly converted into mGals using the constant

ratio of ∼1.4 mGal/cm. Instead, the RMS error of S&S is directly given in mGal units. The error

maps show how the quality of the Free-air anomaly deteriorates near the coast, up to a maximum

of 29 mGal in S&S data. The lowest map (e) show the position of sea-bottom gravity stations,

plotted onto the Gulf of Manfredonia bathymetry: OGS 1960 (yellow dots) and OGS 1983 (red

dots).
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of models used to compute topographic effects of sea sur-

face gravity (a, b, eq. 10) and sea bottom gravity (c, d, eq. 11). On the left, the reference model,

and on the right, the correct model including all the density corrections that must be added to

the reference model in order to have a correct estimate of the topographic effect.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Bouguer anomaly values (a), Bouguer anomaly maps (b, c, d) and

relative absolute differences of DTU, S&S, OGS datasets (e, f, g). A block mean average, with

∼2 km window size, and low-pass gaussian filter, with a 6 km window size, have been used (i) to

avoid aliasing errors (Wessel et al., 2019), and (ii) to bring all dataset to the same empirical low-

est resolution. The differences are mapped within a 15 km wide coastal strip, which is the area

mostly affected by coastal noise in satellite data and, at the same time, densely covered by the

OGS sea-bottom stations. The absolute value stresses the total magnitude of differences, without

the bias of the sign. The coastal noise is easy to identify in the S&S dataset and in the S&S-OGS

differences, where it forms a sort of “ringing effect” up to ∼17 km seaward.
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Figure 6. The subplots show from left to right, (i) the observed gravity residuals, (ii) the

Integrated Second Vertical Derivative (ISVD) and (iii) the Tilt function of DTU (a,b,c), S&S

(d,e,f) and OGS (g,h,i) datasets. The bottom plots (l,m,n) show the calculated gravity effect of

the 2-D depth-interface, obtained from seismic reflection data depth converted, which separates

sedimentary deposits from carbonate rocks. Black line indicates the profile analysed in figure 7.
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Figure 7. Representative depth profile of the geological model derived from seismic inter-

pretation, crossing the Gondola Fault Zone (d). Upper panels (a, b, c) show the trend of the

observed residual gravity, ISVD, and Tilt functions, calculated for each different dataset (OGS,

DTU, and S&S), and for the geological model. The zero values of both ISDV and Tilt approxi-

mately marks the upper edges of the carbonate platforms. The bottom map (e) show with results

from the edge-detection analysis, which combines OGS data up to 17 km from the coast and

S&S data in the remaining areas. The gravity-edges have been divided in two sets: the first set

contains lines correlating with the general trend of the faults (verified edges), and the second set

contains lines only recorded by gravity (inferred edges). The ridge axis outline approximately the

top-centre of the Gondola ridge. The rock/sediment interface is imaged and contoured onto the

off shore areas (Volpi et al., 2015). Jurassic-Paleogene faults are both based on seismic interpre-

tations taken from previous works (D. Morelli (2002), and references therein).
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